
Rental of Rooms In Singapore and Properties
Record Growth 2024, Says Proptisfy 'Property
Guru SG'

Let Proptisfy the Property Guru SG helps you to

“Unlock the Secrets to Finding Your Perfect Rental of

Rooms In Singapore!”

SG property market 2024 reflected record

growth, predicted by Property Guru SG

"Proptisfy." Bedroom Rental Singapore

with residential property prices up by

15%.

138 MARKET STREET, CAPITAGREEN,

SINGAPORE, June 17, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Singapore

property market has experienced

unprecedented growth in 2024,

according to the latest report from

established Property Guru SG

"Proptisfy". This remarkable surge has

captured the attention of investors,

homeowners, and industry experts,

signaling a robust and dynamic real

estate environment. 

“Humans are inherently superficial, and intentions can often be difficult to predict. In such a

complex landscape, it’s crucial to trust your own judgment and execute decisively,” said Esther
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Chang, Asean Business Director Proptisfy Pte Ltd the top 5

Property Guru SG after SRX and CO99.  This sentiment

resonates deeply in the current market climate, where

informed decision-making and strategic investments have

become paramount. 17-06-2024 — 

Record Growth Analysis 

The report reveals a substantial rise in property prices and

transaction volumes across different segments, including

residential, commercial, and industrial properties. Key data

points from Proptisfy's report from their local Property

http://www.einpresswire.com


Guru SG and regional analysts include:

Residential Sector: Rental of Rooms In Singapore has seen the average price of private

residential properties increased by 15% year-over-year, driven by strong demand and limited

supply. New launches in prime districts saw unprecedented interest, with several projects selling

out within weeks of their release.

Commercial Sector: Office spaces and retail units experienced a significant price increase of 10%

compared to the previous year. This growth has been fueled by the easing of pandemic-related

restrictions and a return to in-office work, especially among expatriates. Singapore relies heavily

on expatriates to sustain its annual GDP, making their return to the workforce crucial.

Additionally, a resurgence in consumer spending has contributed to this trend. The rental of

rooms in Singapore has also indirectly supported growth in the residential sector.

Industrial Sector:

To address the misprediction by Proptisfy local Property Guru SG before the end of 2023,

industrial properties, particularly those serving logistics and e-commerce, experienced a 12%

increase in prices, which was 5% higher than Proptisfy’s forecast. The continuous growth of the

digital economy and the diversification of supply chain strategies have contributed to this rise.

Overall, the record growth analysis indicates a robust and dynamic property market across all

sectors especially for the increase in Rental of Rooms In Singapore, driven by factors such as

strong demand, limited supply, easing pandemic restrictions, and the expansion of the digital

economy.

Expert Commentary

Industry experts invited by Proptisfy, also known as to be one of the major property Guru SG in

Singapore's real estate scene, pointed out several factors behind this record growth. As for the

Singapore government side, “The Singapore property market has always been resilient, but 2024

has been exceptional,” said president of Singapore, well known as an Economist and Social

policies. “Low-interest rates, strong economic fundamentals, and Singapore’s status as a global

financial hub have all contributed to this surge.”

Foreign investment has also played a crucial role. “Singapore remains an attractive destination

for international investors seeking stable returns,” said Melvin Cheong, Director of Research at

IQ-EQ. This indirectly increases the demand for rental of rooms in Singapore. “The government’s

pro-business policies and transparent regulatory framework continue to draw significant capital

inflows,” he added.

Future Outlook

Looking ahead, analysts including business Property Guru SG SRX mentioned to remain

optimistic about the market’s direction. “While we might see some moderation in growth rates,

https://proptisfy.com/proptisfy-properties-guru#2e160f1a-7d60-4446-8bd0-d4f188f38d2d


the underlying fundamentals are still strong,” said Yasmin Isahk, Chief Market Strategist at ST

Capital. “Investors should keep a close eye on market trends and make data-driven decisions to

seize opportunities.”

For more information on the Rental of Rooms In Singapore, it's property market and to access

the full report, please visit www.proptisfy.com or contact

info@proptisfy.com.

About Proptisfy

"Proptisfy is well known as a regional and local Property Guru SG which specialized as a

technology company in the region, dedicated to helping people make smart real estate decisions

not only pertaining to rental of rooms in Singapore as well as regional estate discussions making.

Operating in United States, UK, Thailand, Indonesia, Hong Kong and Singapore Proptisfy one of

the most viable Property Guru SG offers comprehensive solutions and insights for both

consumers and businesses. With mission to provide the tools needed to navigate the complex

property market with confidence." Quoted Esther Chang Asean Business Director.
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